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GENERAL REGISTRANT POSITION 

December 2021 
 

 

Sages-Femmes Rouge Valley Midwives (SRVM) welcomes all general registrants 

seeking a full-time position to apply to our friendly, dynamic and diverse practice. 

SVRM is a well-established practice, proudly serving childbearing families of 

Scarborough and Durham region for many years. Language diversity is an asset. The 

communities we serve are very diverse and have supported our practice since 2004. 

 

We work out of two hospitals, both within a short drive of our clinic: Lakeridge Health-

Ajax Pickering Site and Scarborough Health Network—Centenary Site. We enjoy great 

collegial relationships at both hospital sites. Currently we are managing epidural, but 

oxytocin augmentation is a work in progress. Our home birth rate is great and is 

increasing.  

 

We value fairness and equity and offer a full-time caseload (40 CCs+ per year). Our 

practice has adopted a unique shared care model using teams of two midwives to allow 

plenty of off-call time (on for a week, off for a week with flexibility within a team). We 

provide support for our new midwives to ensure a smooth and flawless transition to our 

community and hospitals. Start time is flexible but no later than May.  The position will 

be a permanent position with possibility of becoming a practice partner. 

 

We are transitioning to a paper-free office and have started the move to Epic. Our office 

is large and accommodating, with office administration staff that are knowledgeable, 

friendly, and long-time team members. 

 

We are looking forward to receiving your cover letter/resume and offering an interview 

to applicants who seem to be the right fit. Please email your intention of interest to 

heather.srvm@gmail.com or fax it to 416 286 2122. Deadline for applications is 

December 21, 2021. 
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